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Inspired by Life

Always committed to interpreting new tastes and trends,
Ceramica Globo looks to the future with continuous innovation
of its processes and products. This requires the integration of

different skills, from design to engineering, from chemistry
to logistics, from marketing to sociology. The company has
always paid great attention to saving energy and protecting

the environment.



Company
Showroom 

Protagonist of a important restructuring process that reflects the confidence in its future, Ceramica 
Globo’s headquarters has a new face that is based on rigorous design, rationality, technology, 

specific know-how and culture of sustainability, in line with the values of its corporate philosophy. 
The showroom is the pride and joy of the new restyling. It takes visitors on a journey

where they can lear n all about the innovative aspects of each Ceramica Globo collection.
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Products and collection that go perfectly with any bathroom setting 

contribute to the great success of Ceramica Globo, a company that 

has been amazing the market for over 30 years, adding a touch of style 

and elegance to moments of wellness and intimacy.

Winning mentality, highly skilled and experienced staff, technological
innovation, continuous updating, and maximum attention to the
environment are the values that have allowed Ceramica Globo
to become one of the most important companies in the field
of sanitaryware and bathroom furnishings.

The Company:
Ceramica Globo

Its wide range of pr oducts covers all tastes and needs, ensuring
high quality and design, in synergy with extreme functionality for 
maximum comfort and use. The company’s continuous
development, its consolidation in Italy and expansion beyond the
national borders are testimony of the brand’s success, a bastion of
“Made in Italy” style and class based in the industrial district that 
represents the excellence in the specific sector.

products in the cataloguemanufacturing plants smq surface area more than 50 countries served
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Product features

RELIABILITY

RANGE

QUALITY

DESIGN

Each product is based on the idea of offering a perfect
technique that ensures high performances and long life.

Excellent modularity and a wide range that includes many
shapes, sizes, colours and finishes to meet any customer
need.

Maximum reliability is ensured by the rigorous design,
excellent production phase and control of each product,
starting from the raw materials.

The ability to offer a solution to every problem passes
through the study and development of a functional design
that incorporates comfort and aesthetic taste.

Smooth surfaces Perfect glaze Perfect edges Technology and hygiene

A design for everyone Space-saving solutions Simplified restructuring Aesthetic styles for all tastes

Mechanical resistance Watertightness test Certifications International standards

Numerous products for different 
types of installation

14 ceramic colours Large number of products Different price ranges
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ceramic

ceramic

traditional

ceramic glaze
water stagnation

bacteria

Glaze CERASLIDE®

+ treatment BATAFORM®

From Ceramica Globo’s research and

development comes CERASLIDE®, the

innovative glaze designed and tested to

maintain its effectiveness over time.

Perfect surfaces and 
maximum hygiene

Tips for correct 

cleaning

- daily cleaning with a damp cloth, ensures         
  brilliance over time  

- do not use microfibre cloths

- the use of delicate detergents with a PH level   
  up to 4 is preferable 

- avoid abrasive powders or steam cleaners  

- avoid water stagnation when dyeing hair    

Also available for the Bagno
di Colore articles

CERASLIDE® BATAFORM® 
The careful control of temperatures
in the various cooking stages, in a
cycle that can last up to 26 hours,
ensures perfect homogeneity of the
product during the sintering
process, reducing porosity and
guaranteeing greater resistance
against stains, dirt and abrasion.

The antibacterial BATAFORM®

treatment was developed to 
ensure deeper hygiene, basing 
its effectiveness on the reaction 
of silver ions, which inhibit the 
proliferation of bacteria. Tests 
carried out by certified laboratories, 
according to the UNI4543 standard, 
have confirmed a drastic decrease 
in the presence of bacteria, without 
however altering the glossy glaze.

Antibacterial 

treatment on seats

The antibacterial resin is treated 
with a specific antimicrobial 
additive that drastically reduces the 
presence of germs and bacteria on 
the seats, keeping the surface intact 
and shiny for a long period of time.
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Bagno di Colore Le Pietre

Only with high-level customisation can an environment 
convey its aesthetic taste in each shape and colour. Ceramica 
Globo’s prerogative is to ensure perfect use of the bathroom, 
playing with creativity, with the allure of ceramic colours, with 

the special properties of the materials and
choice of the finishes.

Over the years the bathroom has acquired an increasingly 
important role in the home: going from a simple “necessary” 

space to a prestigious room in the house. Just like other rooms, 
the decor and colour choice play a key role in giving personality 

and identity to the bathroom.Ceramica Globo has thus 
developed new ceramic colours, fascinating alternatives to the 

classic white, which can amaze, intrigue and inspire architects and 
interior designers.

All the items in color finish (Bagno di Colore) also have the 

CERASLIDE® glaze and the BATAFORM® antibacterial treatment   

The colour tones are indicative, as they may change in relation to the

printing method of the catalogue. 

Eleven new textural finishes inspired by the most beautiful natural stones
have now been added to the Peperino and Travertino finishes, traditional

stones of central Italy, and the more recent Marmo di Carrara finish:
Arabescato Grigio, Arabescato Brown, Arabescato Chiaro, Striato Beige,

Striato Grigio, Graniglia Beige, Graniglia Ghiaccio, Graniglia Verde, 
Graniglia Turchese, Portoro Nero e Portoro Marrone.

BdC

SE

Senape

MT

Mattone

CC

Cachemire

LI

Lime

SK

Smoke

CS

Castagno

FE

Felce

GH

Ghiaccio

AT

Agata

PA

Perla

BL

Bluette

FR

Fard

AR

Nero opaco

BO

Bianco opaco

DEC. 19943 - GOLD LAP

MC

Marmo di 

Carrara

PG

Peperino 

Grigio

TR

Travertino

GT

Graniglia 

Turchese

GV

Graniglia 

Verde

GB

Graniglia 

Beige

GG

Graniglia 

Ghiaccio

SB

Striato

Beige

SG

Striato 

Grigio

AG

Arabescato 

Grigio

AB

Arabescato 

Brown

AC

Arabescato 

Chiaro

PM

Portoro 

Marrone

PN

Portoro 

Nero

Le

Pietre
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Product process

14 15

PLUS
GREEN

CHECK AND
TESTING

TECHNICAL
PLUS

PREMIUM
QUALITY

HEALTHCARE REUSE/

RECYCLE
HANDCRAFT

Mix preparation

 

1 Preparation of glaze2 Production of moulds3 Production of items4

Testing-finishing7Glazing of items8Firing of items9

Selection10 Testing11 Packaging and storage 12 Quality control 13 Preparation of order and shipping14

- Use of rainwater 

- Use of recycled glass

Control: 

- Collection  

- Deformation  

- Mechanical resistance

- Reduction and reuse of 

waste

- Analysis for absence of 

contaminants

The glazes are tested to ensure that they are 

suitable for the support, the right colour and 

that they meet the resistance standards.

The approved material is inserted in special plaster 

moulds, and the correct thickness of the product is 

created through the principle of water absorption.

Finishing of items5Drying of items6

Our operators manually finish each product. 

Those that are unsuitable are reused to 

prepare new mixes.

Special drying boxes are used to ensure correct 

compactness of the product and to speed up 

the drying process. 

Anthropomorphic robots guarantee perfect 

painting of the surface, even the most 

hidden points.

The firing of the products occurs at a 

temperature of 1250°, and is accompanied 

by heating and cooling phases.

The dried products undergo further 

checks and finishes, in order to 

obtain the highest perfection.

- Heat recovery

- Nonconforming products are 

scrapped and reused

- Manual skill and professionali-

sm of the operators

- The in-house production of 

matrices and moulds allows 

delivering the highest quality

The production moulds are made of plaster, 

a material that allows easy extraction of the 

product.

- Perfect glazing

Ceramica Globo's modern facilities allows 

it to create the mix completely inside the 

company, using the finest raw materials.
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This new formulation, designed 
and tested to obtain unalterable 
efficacy, is applied on ceramic 

products to ensure uniform 
protection.

CERASLIDE®

BATAFORM®

It is a new and exclusive
ceramic mixture that allows

to produce wash basins with
only 6 mm thin edges, without
affecting the product stability

and geometry.

GLOBOTHIN®

The new quick-release hinges 
allow removing the toilet seat with 

one simple gestur.

EASY DETACH

The antibacterial resin is treated 
with a specific antimicrobial

additive that drastically reduces 
the presence of germs and

bacteria on the seats, keeping the 
surface intact and shiny for

a long period of time.

ANTIBACTERIAL 
TREATMENT ON SEATS

The Globo toilets-bidets were 
created to combine different 

needs, suitable for small spaces 
due to their dual function, 
in second bathrooms and 

renovations.

WC - BIDET SIPHON 
GLAZING

The siphon is completely glazed,
ensuring easy cleaning, greater
hygiene and flushing efficiency.

Product 
technology

The special design of the shape 
of the water exit point allows 

eliminating the rim of the toilet 
bowl for an excellent and accurate 

water flow to achieve maximum 
hygiene.

SENZABRIDA®SAVE WATER

Saving water with 4/2,6 L 
draining: preserving such a 

precious good for our planet 
like the water lies at our heart.  
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RESISTANCE DEEPER
HYGIENE

BRIGTHER
COLOUR

EASY TO
CLEAN

SILENTWATER
FLOW

ATTRACTIVE
DESIGN

RESTRICTED
SPACES

SAVING
COSTS



6 mm

It is a new and exclusive ceramic mixture that allows to produce wash basins with only 6 mm thin edges, without 
affecting the product stability and geometry.  

After years of continuous and arduous research, the laboratory of Ceramica Globo has invented a new patented 
mixture named GLOBOTHIN® which enables to reduce the edge thickness, on the one hand, while providing 
brighter gloss and greater resistance, on the other hand. There are several and remarkable advantages: less 
raw materials employed and therefore lighter products, less energy required, and greater ductility which makes 
creating new shapes possible.  

Tests conducted by certified laboratories have given, according to the law UNI 4543, excellent results as far 
as water absorption and mechanical resistance are concerned. This ensures a brighter gloss of the glaze and 
determines an improvement of about 38% more than the minimum threshold provided for by law.  

This new technology had a dramatic impact on the design of new shapes: new horizons open up and Ceramica 
Globo is willing and ready to explore them by creating increasingly cutting-edge and performing products.  

GLOBOTHIN ® has shown innovative features already in the first months and it will surely have further 
developments which are bound to confirm, once again, that our company ranks among the market leaders.  

GLOBOTHIN® complements the other three important pluses of the Globo brand: 

• Bagno di Colore and Le Pietre;
• CERASLIDE®: this is an innovative glaze which has been developed and tested to give the product a   
 durable efficiency over time;
• BATAFORM®: this is an antibacterial treatment which has been developed to ensure maximum hygiene.

GLOBOTHIN®
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Expression of a contemporary style, T-Edge is a 
complete and versatile collection that meets the
most varied interior design needs, perfectly 
adapting to interiors with a basic look and those 
with a more sophisticated appeal. Designed
to offer washbasins with thin and resistant edges, 
T-Edge stands out for its reduced thickness of
only 6 mm.

T-Edge

B6T45BI

T-EDGE
Sit-on basin
Ø 45

B6R65BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 
sit-on basin
60.47

B6R51BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 
sit-on basin
50.47

B6R80SBI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 

sit-on basin
80.47

B6R81BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 

sit-on basin
80.47

IN072BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 

sit-on basin
71.37

IN061BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 

sit-on basin
61.37

IN046BI

T-EDGE
Wall-hung and 
sit-on basin
46.37
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OPI
OPI is a modern multiform furnishing system. 
It offers endless configurations for a variety of 
forms, dimensions, colors and materials.
Thanks to his color and material essentiality it 
furnishes, in an incisively and distinctive way, 
every bathroom, from a small one -indeed
the smallest one- to the biggest one, and it 
becomes an indispensable medium in 
architects’ hands who can create new 
situations giving rise to his creativity...

Washbasin T-Edge 50x47 cm Senape
Shelf Rovere chiaro
base Senape

Washbasin T-Edge 80x47 cm
shiny white base Bluette

Washbasin T-Edge Ø 45cm Graniglia beige
Top DEKTON Keranium base Bluette
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The new collection by Ceramica Globo. Contemporary,  
versatile, featuring washbasins with integrated ceramic 
side countertops and floor-mounted and wall-hung 
sanitary ware, it furnishes the most intimate room in 
the home with style and discretion. The washbasins, 
measuring 100 x 49 cm and 80 x 49 cm, and the 
floor-mounted and wall-hung sanitary fixtures 
measuring 53 x 34 cm, make this collection complete 
and able to meet any type of need. Designed for both 
private and contract spaces, MODE is also available in 
Bagno di Colore.

Mode

ME100BI

MODE
Wall-hung basin
100.49

ME100BI

MODE
Wall-hung basin
100.49

MES02BI - MES09BI

MODE
Wall-hung WC 
and bidet
53.34

MES02BI - MES09BI

MODE
Wall-hung WC 
and bidet
53.34
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4ALL is the collection “for everyone” which 
includes a huge variety of Items characterized by 
an advanced design and by a moderate price. The 
basins have wide sinks and are characterized
by thin edges. The wall hung pans do not show any 
fixing hole. The floor mounted pans (back to wall) 
can also be used with MULTI drain system. 

4ALL Stone

Stockholm

◄

MDS04BO - MDS10BO

4ALL
Wall-hung WC 
and bidet
48.37

◄

LAS04BI - LAS09BI

STOCKHOLM
Wall-hung WC 
and bidet
58.37

►

STS07BI

STONE
Wall-hung WC

45.37

▲

MD004BI - MD011BI

4ALL
Floor-mounted WC 
and bidet
54.36

The Stone Collection is characterised by soft 
contrasting shapes and a blend of curved and 
straight lines, where innovation integrates perfectly 
with the problems associated with today’s use of 
space. With a restyling aimed at creating a more 
rigorous look, the Stone sanitary fixtures come
in new sizes and depths. 

To enjoy elegance and quality from the moment 
you wake up, and to rediscover the purity of 
essentiality day after day. This is the prerogative 
of the Stockholm series, whose soft curves 
and sophisticated lines give extreme harmony 
and simplicity to the most intimate room in the 
home. The result is a landscape where wellbeing 
combines with comfort in a blaze of timeless
beauty.

design Claesson Koivisto Rune
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Forty3 has been created by matching the decisive 
features of contemporary architecture and 
essentiality. It is a comprehensive selection of 
washbasins, WC and furniture. Its design is 
characterized by linear and contemporary shapes. 
The Floor-mounted version, available in the 52 and 
57 cm sizes, is the first and leading-edge item
on the market to have the innovative hidden fixing 
system FISSAGGIOGHOST®, which enables to 
eliminate all fixing holes, improving considerably the
aesthetics of the product.

◄

FOS06BI

FORTY3
Wall-hung WC
43.36

▲

FOS05BI - FOS09BI

FORTY3
Wall-hung WC
and bidet
57.36

Genesis

Incantho

◄

INS04BI - INS09BI

INCANTHO
Wall-hung WC 
and bidet
54.35

►

GNS02BI - GNS09BI

GENESIS
Wall-hung WC 

and bidet
55.36

Genesis, like beginning and creation of everything. 
Organic and natural shapes, rounded and smooth, 
characterized by a feminine minimalist style. 
The elements already existing are joined by new 
floor and wall mounted No Rim pans and bidets in 
the most up-to-date shapes.

Ceramica Globo’s INCANTHO Collection was 
designed to interpret the contemporary nature of
the bathroom with the presence of highly tactile 
elements and finishes.
The simple and basic design of the washbasins and 
sanitary fixtures skilfully combines the tactile
aspect of matt colours with the reliability and 
assurance traditionally guaranteed by ceramic.

Forty3
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Ceramica Globo Spa . Loc. La Chiusa . 01030 . Castel Sant’Elia (VT) . Italy . Tel +39 0761 18731 . info@ceramicaglobo.com

export@ceramicaglobo.com

www.ceramicaglobo.com


